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The technology of the future is here today - and now available to the non-engineer! Build Your
Own Fuel Cells contains complete, easy to understand illustrated instructions for building
several types of proton exchange membrane (PEM) fuel cells - and, templates for 6 PEM fuel
cell types, including convection fuel cells and oxygen-hydrogen fuel cells, in both single slice
and stacks.Low tech/high qualityTwo different low-tech fuel cell construction methods are
covered: one requires a bandsaw and drill press, and the other only a few hand tools. Anyone
with minimum skills and tools will be able to produce high quality fuel cells from readily
obtainable materials - contact info for materials suppliers is included.Electrolyzers and
MEAsBuild Your Own Fuel Cells includes a detailed discussion of building a lab electrolyzer to
generate hydrogen to run fuel cells - and templates for the electrolyzer. Also covered is setting
up a PV solar panel to power the electrolyzer, and experimental low-tech methods for producing
membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs - the heart of the fuel cell).Build Your Own Fuel Cells,
221 pages, over 140 B&W photos and illustrations, including 39 templates.

“Humes offers plenty of surprising, even shocking, statistics…An important addition to the
environmentalist bookshelf.”—Kirkus Reviews“Unlike most dirty books, this one is novel and
fresh on every page. You'll be amazed.”—Bill McKibben, author of Eaarth“Edward Humes takes
us on a real romp through the waste stream. Garbology is an illuminating, entertaining read that
ultimately provides hope and tips for a less wasteful future. This book will make you want to burn,
or at least recycle, your trash can!”—Jonathan Bloom, author of American Wasteland “In this
well-written and fast-paced book, Ed Humes delves into the underbelly of a consumer society—
its trash. What he finds is so startling and infuriating, you will never think about ‘waste’ in the
same way again.”–Samuel Fromartz, author of Organic, Inc. and Editor-in-Chief of the Food &
Environment Reporting Network"Humes's argument isn't a castigation of litterbugs. It's a
persuasive and sometimes astonishing indictment of an economy that's become inextricably
linked to the increasing consumption of cheap, disposable stuff—ultimately to our own
economic, political, and yes, environmental peril... his arguments for the rank inefficiency of our
trash-happy, terminally obsolescent economy are spot on."—BookforumAbout the
AuthorEdward Humes is a Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist and author whose eleven previous
books include Force of Nature, Eco Barons, and the PEN Award–winning No Matter How Loud I
Shout. He lives in Seal Beach, California.
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This is a sample. The number of pages displayed is limited. This is a sample. The number of
pages displayed is limited.      Pages 12 - 223 are not included in this sample.

Build Your Own Solar Panel: Generate Electricity from the Sun. DIY Lithium Batteries: How to
Build Your Own Battery Packs
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Reb, “Great introduction. Lots of great information written in a simple and easy way to
understand.”

Music 4 U, “I built a fuel cell thanks to this book!. This book is fantastic DIY help for fuel cell
experimenters. I was able to successfully build a fuel cell using the instructions in this book. I
have some helpful tips for people attempting to build the cell. The exacto saw is not the way to
go when cutting the end plates. Use straight cut tin snips instead. Be careful if using the liquid
electrical tape, because if you put too much on towards the bottom of the screw you won't be
able to get the wingnuts on. I was a little confused when preparing the rubber gasket. Suffice it to
say just cut the mylar surrounds and the rubber gasket together as a sandwich and you will have
all three pieces. Other than that the book was essential in producing a hand made fuel cell.”

Elias Levy, “Excellent beginners book!!. Very Didactic  and easy to follow”

Edmond Rivera, “Author: Phillip Hurley. This is the definitive book that all should have in their
personal library. Phillip Hurley takes you step by step to energy independence. No fluff here.
Well written and thought out and well documented with illustrations and photos. All one needs to
know is how operate a soldering iron. Low tech teaching method with high tech results. Want to
slash those energy bills? Buy ALL of his books. Not one contains any disappointment.Ed
Rivera”

Kenneth Dale Robinson, “Good information.. Phillip Hurley does a great job in all of his books.
The average person can understand and follow his instructions. This is my third Hurley book and
it definitely will not be my last. He covers each step of his projects several times in several
different ways in case you didn't understand the first time. Most of his projects can be completed
with normal every day tools, a big plus for most of us.”

Dan, “I became confused. I was curious why they wrote a book on this. It a small thing to build,
but you never recoup your investment back!The book answere a lot of my questions.”

Irakli, “it is very useful book for fuel cell buildeers. it is very useful book for fuel cell buildeers,
This book presents detailed information which components are needed to build fuel celland
where you can buy them.”

IBRAHIM NASSER M ALNAGHMOUSH, “Good item. Good item”

Andreas Miller, “Great little book packed with useful information!. This book is a great and easy
to read introduction to hydrogen fuel cells, with lots of useful links to suppliers.”



Alex Prygodicz, “Excellent reference. An excellent reference for anyone wanting to build or
experiment with hydrogen fuel cells. Resources pertain to the USA market but I can source most
items on line if not available locally (Australia). I have also purchased Practical Hydrogen
Systems - An Experimenters Guide. Well recommended.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Four Stars. will help in the future. Thank you”

The book by Phillip Hurley has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 96 people have provided feedback.
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Language: English
Paperback: 234 pages
Item Weight: 1.31 pounds
Dimensions: 8 x 0.53 x 10 inches
Reading age: 10 years and up
Grade level: 4 - 6
Hardcover: 432 pages
Pamphlet: 12 pages
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